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Executive Summary

The U.S. Public Interest Research Group (USPIRG) and the Center for Digital Democracy (CDD) are pleased to provide the CFPB (Bureau) information it requested on the contemporary data broker marketplace in the U.S. Over the last several decades, our organizations have closely worked together to raise consumer and privacy protection concerns regarding the operations of data brokers, including the role of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) before policymakers, regulators and the news media.

There is a huge market for consumer financial data - both explicit measures, like an individual’s salary or investments, and implied measures, like using an individual’s search history or zip code to infer their financial situation. With prevalent consumer profiling practices, almost every piece of data collected about consumers can be used to paint a picture of their financial behavior, including mental health data.

All of the data collected on consumers can be used for a number of purposes that have impacts on their financial health. This includes the targeting of offers for financial services; the identification of victims for financial scams and predatory debt products; and the influence of consumer purchase patterns and level of indebtedness.

With such high demand for consumer financial data, virtually every commercial entity has become a data broker, using its first party data to profile and target consumers. Most of the firms and their monetization and use of consumer financial data are entirely unregulated.

New technologies are continuing to emerge to facilitate the collection, exchange and use of consumers’ personal data. These include data-sharing “solutions” such as the use of cloud-based data clean rooms, advanced modeling for “identity resolution” and the implementation of AI to mine data sets for new insights into consumer financial behavior.

For consumers, the process of identifying data brokers that hold their data is nearly impossible. Submitting requests to access, correct or delete data from even major data brokers is often limited to residents of the few states with data privacy laws. This comment includes a study of the access, correct and deletion processes 32 data brokers, and finds the current systems almost entirely unusable.

All of these practices put consumers’ financial health at risk. This warrants significant regulatory action. FCRA is an appropriate tool to use to rein in data sharing practices that have come to underlie much of the economy. The Bureau should adopt rules that make accountable all companies collecting, sharing, selling and providing access to consumer data used for financial services.

This comment speaks directly to question numbers 1, 2, 6, 12, 13, 15, 20 and 22 of the market-level inquiry, as well as question 4 of individual level inquiry.
Introduction

Today, data brokers operate in a myriad of ways different from their historical past—they are multi-purpose enterprises providing a wealth of resources to advance digital marketing; the analysis of consumer behaviors through information sharing partnerships and direct services; and as a key method used to “activate” a consumer’s behavior such as fostering opt-in and consent, among other practices. The Bureau should adopt rules that make accountable all companies collecting, sharing, selling and providing access to consumer data used for financial services.

The number of companies engaged in the selling or monetization of consumer data has grown significantly in the last decade. Nearly every leading company is a data broker of some form - harvesting online and offline information; sharing data insights with partners; and operating “Big Data” technologies to analyze and actualize data for consumer targeting and other business objectives. Today’s consumer data services marketplace includes not only credit reporting agencies, but consumer-facing companies¹, data providers (offering “first, second or third party”), data aggregators, data integrators, data marketing “clouds,” the dominant platforms and others.

Since the U.S. does not have a federal privacy law operating that would have limited the role of data brokers and online media, there have been no real limits on its operations. There is far-reaching collection, analysis, profiling and targeting operating continuously, placing consumers at the mercy of commercial data scientists and online advertising companies.

Commercial “surveillance” of individuals and groups of consumers, as well as communities, involving offline and online sources is conducted on a regular basis, reflecting how the Internet and digital media infrastructure has transformed the operations of the financial, retail, entertainment and other key sectors. The mass and routinized harvesting of consumer data is one of the country’s most ambitious - and successful - enterprises.

This is especially a crucial time to develop rules to regulate the data-driven online financial marketplace, given the growing harvesting of so-called “first-party” data as well as new methods used to analyze it, including AI predictive analytics and so-called “clean rooms.” The combination of vast data collection via all our digitally connected services, predictive analytics, sophisticated online marketing techniques, testing, real-time measurement, along with dominant

and interlinked commercial data entities, currently make it impossible for a consumer to escape from a series of unfair and manipulative practices.

U.S. PIRG and Center for Digital Democracy appreciate the opportunity to support the CFPB in its important inquiry.
Data brokers collect financial information about consumers

This section addresses questions 1 and 2. It reviews the types of information traditional data brokers collect about consumers and where this data comes from.

The term data brokers has historically been used to describe companies that specialize in the harvesting, combination, analysis, and sale of data about consumers. Amongst the major players in the space, it appears nearly no American is untouched. For example:

- The Nielsen Company, a large information, data and measurement firm, claims to have behavioral data “covering 90% of the U.S. population”.2
- The computer technology company Oracle’s Oracle Data Marketplace - “the world’s largest third-party data marketplace”, according to its materials - advertises that clients can “access actionable audience data on more than 300 million users. That's over 80% of the entire US internet population at your fingertips.”3
- The health-focused AdTech company PulsePoint - owned by the same parent company that owns WebMD - claims to “see 91% of the US population”.4
- The data broker Epsilon claims to have 200 million consumer profiles “anchored in deterministic transactional data and built from years of historical and real-time data across more than 7,000 attributes.”5
- According to a 2021 industry report on data privacy and financial app usage, “one data aggregator alone stores the banking data of 25% of U.S. bank accounts (more than the top two U.S. banks combined).”6

Data brokers gather a lot of information about consumers in order to gauge their financial situation. This can include direct information, like a person’s salary, or inferred information, like someone’s web searches or what zip code they live in. With the vast number of data sources companies have at their fingertips, and the widespread practice of building profiles of

2 “Audience Segments” (webpage), Nielsen, archived on 8 November 2022 at: https://web.archive.org/web/20221108213655/https://www.nielsen.com/solutions/media-planning/audience-segments/
4 “Platforms - Know Where and How to Activate Your Audience the Exact Moment Intent is Signaled” (webpage), PulsePoint, archived on 20 September 2022 at https://web.archive.org/web/20220920150638/https://www.pulsepoint.com/healthcare-marketing-activation/d.
consumers with “360° views" that contain as much data as possible, almost any piece of data about a consumer can be used to understand their financial situation or financial behavior.

Some common sources of data that data brokers use to collect information include:

- The United States Census
- Registration and warranty information
- Online surveys, including in exchange for entry into a sweepstakes
- Ad clicks
- Cookies, software development kits and web beacons embedded in the background of apps and websites
- Social integrations tracking likes, comments, posts and other “interest signals"
- Location data harvested from smartphones over beacon, Wi-Fi and GPS signals
- Retail loyalty card programs
- Information entered on online calculators
- Real-time television viewing data from firms such as TiVo and other “smart" TVs
- Information inputted in CAPTCHAs

7 This is common language found on many data platforms. For example, Mastercard’s Data & Services division - which monetizes its cardholder’s transaction data for secondary uses - advertises that its “Intelligent Targeting” solution includes the “Mastercard 360° data insights”. See: https://web.archive.org/web/20230713151801/https://www.mastercardservices.com/en/intelligent-targeting. Archived 13 July 2023.
9 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
17 See note 13.
18 Ibid. - See “Solve Media”
• Directly from websites, such as Evite
• Credit card transactions

Some pieces of information are explicitly financial and are obtained from financial institutions. For example, Equifax’s IXI claims that it can “directly measure about $27.5 trillion in anonymous U.S. consumer assets and investments, representing about 45% of all U.S. consumer assets”. It gets its information from 95 financial institutions, including insurance firms, mutual fund groups and full service and discount brokers. Though the data may be technically “anonymous”, even anonymized data can be used to target consumers with individualized messages. IXI advertises that firms can use its data to “[s]egment and target U.S. investors and consumers by measures of assets, income, spending, and credit” to “deliver the right offer with the right message to the right customer.”

While the data broker industry is changing rapidly, some of the historical data broker models continue today. Brokers use tactics like online surveys to gather consumer information. Others use ad clicks to identify people with particular interests that can be exploited. Many lists available on the data brokerage site NextMark, for example, have used these tactics in order to build lists of target consumers.

Some of the lists on NextMark describe lists of underserved consumers with no checking accounts as “100% direct response, consisting of consumers who recently responded to an online promotion.” One list of individuals seeking mortgage relief contains the information of mortgage holders who “have all called an 800 number offering relief to foreclosures and debt problems associated with their mortgages.” Finally, the “Suffering Seniors” list is “made up of

---

19 Evite sells insights about people’s life-stage events like weddings and graduations, as well as the fact they may be in the market for party supplies or gifts - both among hosts and confirmed guests
mail responsive seniors who provide permission-based data about their medical needs, their families, and themselves by filling out household surveys.”

Some data brokers specialize in financial distress signals. For example, additional lists available on NextMark include individuals who have filed for bankruptcy, carry a significant amount of unsecured credit card debt, or have a history of late payments on utility bills.

Table 1. Examples of financial-related lists available for purchase on NextMark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bad Credit - Card Declines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankrupt Homeowners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankruptcy Filers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash Cows - Underbanked File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Cravers - Consumers by Credit Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Consolidation Seekers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Relief - Debt Settlement File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh Credit - New Loan Borrowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get me out of Debt! - In Debt Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve My Score - Low Credit Rating Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage Relief Responders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My First Credit Card - Newly Issued Credit Cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paycheck to Paycheck Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payday Loan Real Time Responder Leads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Struggling with Bills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People with Student Loans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffering Seniors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sure Bettors: Gamblers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underbanked Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underserved No Checking Accounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


25 Lists available as of July 2023 from https://www.nextmark.com/.
Data about consumer’s finances is used in ways that have implications for consumers’ financial health.

Consumer financial information is used in the identification of victims for financial scams and predatory debt products.

There is robust evidence that some data brokers are in the business of supplying consumer lists for the targeting of financial scams and predatory debt products. The information used to compile these lists includes both explicit and implied signals about consumer financial behavior, and even health data.

Data brokers also often use signals about a consumer’s finances to categorize consumers into easy-to-target buckets made widely available to many entities. A Senate Commerce report from 2014 found some tags that data brokers use to target the financially vulnerable, such as “Rural and Barely Making It” “Ethnic Second-City Strugglers” and “Living on Loans: Young Urban Single Parents”. These practices may allow for the marketing of legitimate financial products, but there’s no question that at least some data brokers are in the business of supplying lists to scammers hoping to take financial advantage of vulnerable individuals.

For example, in 2020 and 2021, the U.S. Department of Justice took action against three major data brokers for knowingly assisting scammers in identifying ideal victims for direct mailer schemes. In all three cases -  

*U.S.A v. Epsilon Data Management*27,  
*U.S.A v. Macromark*28, and  
*U.S.A v. KBM Group*29 - the firms were charged with Conspiracy to Commit Mail and Wire Fraud.

The scams went like this: send a mailer saying the victim had won a prize, such as thousands of dollars in a fake sweepstakes that could be claimed by paying a fee. The mailers were sent to people identified by these data brokers as most likely to fall for it, and their lists were largely made up of the elderly or cognitively impaired, including individuals with Alzheimer’s.30

If someone responded to a scam once, they were likely to respond to a scam again. And so brokers contracting with new scamming companies running new schemes used the same victims, over and over again. These brokers also used the data on who fell for it to create

---

30 Direct evidence for Alzheimer’s victims is found in *U.S.A v. Macromark, Inc.*
models to find new additional ideal victims, putting even more people at risk than the initial targets.\textsuperscript{31}

The brokers engaged in these schemes were not small, fly-by-night actors; they were large and well-established companies. The court filing against Epsilon identified the broker as “one of the largest marketing companies in the world”; it supplied data on over 30 million Americans to scamming companies alone.\textsuperscript{32} KBM Group is reported to have databases containing data on more than 100 million U.S. households, and at any given time serves at least 2,500 client companies.\textsuperscript{33}

In another example, descriptions of many of the lists currently available on NextMark illustrate that these lists can be used to target vulnerable American consumers. The compilation of these lists supplies scammers with the tools they need to reach victims efficiently and at scale.

For instance, NextMark describes the Suffering Seniors mailing list as “the perfect list for mailers targeting the ailing elderly who will be most responsive to their direct mail campaigns” - troubling given the scams that have targeted the elderly with cognitive disabilities.\textsuperscript{34} In other lists, low credit rating consumers are marketed as “ideal candidates for offers,”\textsuperscript{35} individuals who have newly issued credit cards are classified as “younger and … relatively inexperienced when it comes to building credit,”\textsuperscript{36} and underbanked consumers are categorized as “prime prospects for check cashing and payday loan services along with many other products & services to meet their needs.”\textsuperscript{37} Finally, NextMark describes paycheck to paycheck consumers as “folks … at a financially existential position. Barely able to make ends meet, they are in need of any kind of a safety net. Great for Catalog Credit, low cost insurance, prepaid cellular service, and financial counseling.”\textsuperscript{38}

The brokers involved with NextMark make easily available data on economically vulnerable individuals, identifying them as prime targets for financial products and services. Given the lack

\textsuperscript{31} Alistair Simmons and Justin Sherman, “Data Brokers, Elder Fraud, and Justice Department Investigations”, \textit{LawFare}, 25 July 2022. Available at: https://www.lawfareblog.com/data-brokers-elder-fraud-and-justice-department-investigations
\textsuperscript{32} See note 27.
\textsuperscript{33} See note 29.
\textsuperscript{34} See note 24.
\textsuperscript{35} “Improve My Score - Low Credit Rating Consumers Email/Postal/Phone Mailing List,” \textit{NextMark}, Archived 13 July 2023: https://web.archive.org/web/20230713163504/https://lists.nextmark.com/market.jsessionid=4B2AD32608568F051762D3D0DB55971?page=order/online/datacard&id=352300
\textsuperscript{36} “My First Credit Card - Newly Issued Credit Cards Email/Postal/Phone Mailing List,” \textit{NextMark}, Archived 13 July 2023: https://web.archive.org/web/20230713163829/https://lists.nextmark.com/market.jsessionid=925FC810583093C7DFA1F07E538F0881?page=order/online/datacard&id=352550
of oversight of the industry, these lists are as easily leveraged for predatory financial schemes as they are for more legitimate financial products.

The major tech platforms assist in scammers finding ideal victims for predatory financial products and scams

Scammers and predatory financial industries have always existed – but the big data system underpinning today’s internet has allowed them an unprecedented ability to identify, reach and take advantage of their victims.

In some cases, predatory operations have relied on the data collection and ad delivery systems of major tech platforms. Virtually any data gathered by the major platforms can be used to market both legitimate and illegitimate financial products.

A consumer’s search history can reveal a lot about their financial situation or weaknesses. Reports include people searching terms like “need money help” on Google being served ads for predatory loans with staggering interest rates over 1,700%. An online casino targeted ads using Google’s search data to offer free spins to people struggling with gambling addictions seeking help.

Social media activity can reveal a lot, too. A precious metals scam used highly targeted Facebook ads to get elderly seniors likely to be suspicious of institutions to spend their retirement savings on grossly overpriced gold and silver coins. This scam used Facebook’s data about page membership to target the ads to likely victims.

The sheer scale of the platforms means such financial scams can reach millions of victims in short order. For example, Facebook showed ads associated with the precious metal scheme at least 45 million times before being removed from the platform.

Consumer financial information is used in the targeting of offers for financial services.

Financial marketers use the data economy to market their products. The models used to select what consumers will see what offers are incredibly opaque, integrating lots of disparate information collected from any number of sources. Some targeting is even based on the inputs

---
42 Ibid.
of other individual consumers’ data, as in the case of lookalike audiences. The incredibly complicated and technological tools that facilitate the targeting of ads for financial products makes it difficult for consumers, regulators, and even the companies in the data and ad delivery businesses themselves\textsuperscript{43}, to fully explain or understand why many targeting decisions have been made.

Beyond concerns of pre-screening, some of the financial products advertised may not be good for consumers’ finances. For example, some financial product marketers have relied on lead generation - a deceptive online activity using a web submission form or portal to collect information from individuals expecting to get one online service, not realizing their data is being transmitted to other actors that will use it in call centers or targeted advertising campaigns. Lead gen operations can be predatory in nature, used for peddling unwise investments. Payday lenders, for example, have used online lead gen tools to target ads at vulnerable consumers, even in states where payday loans are illegal.\textsuperscript{44} Lead gen services also contributed to the 2008 mortgage market crisis, identifying candidates for subprime loans and targeting them with ads for mortgages and refinancing.\textsuperscript{45}

Targeting for less explicitly predatory financial services is prevalent, too. With the immense amount of financial data available about consumers, the marketing of financial products is a longstanding and robust sector of the AdTech industry. For decades, financial services has been a key focus of online advertising and marketing - identified as a major “vertical” revenue center by the Interactive Advertising Bureau’s annual expenditure reports.\textsuperscript{46}

One example is the AdTech identity graph firm Claritas which has its own audience tool for financial marketers called P$CYLE services and advertises its services as such:

“Drawing on financial transactions data as well as the most comprehensive survey of financial behavior, you’ll know more about people’s financial lives including loans, credit cards, mortgages, insurance policies, 401Ks, online banking behavior, account balances and more. You’ll be better able to predict financial behaviors with 60 precisely defined segments.”\textsuperscript{47}

\textsuperscript{43} It’s telling that even Facebook and Twitter’s own engineers have testified that even internally it is nearly impossible for the companies to sort through all of the data that has been transmitted to their “data lakes”. See: R.J. Cross, “Do you know where your data is? Because Facebook doesn’t”, U.S. PIRG, 15 September 2022 at https://pirg.org/articles/do-you-know-where-your-data-is-because-facebook-doesnt/.


\textsuperscript{45} See note 16.


\textsuperscript{47} “P$CYLE Premier” (webpage), Claritas, available at: https://claritas.com/pyscle-premier/?st=t-PPC&gclid=Cj0KCQjw4gZBhDNARIsAACb4LHYdKQqHU7j3AUmDkug5ZhPHwlo0zj9fOk6RxbcY86PdsE1Tt5gaAmNJEALw_wcB
Traditional financial entities have certainly engaged in using consumer data for the targeting of products. Ads for Goldman Sachs’ consumer loan platform, for example, have been targeted to Americans with more than $10,000 in credit card debt.48

Newer financial startups in particular are capitalizing on data-driven marketing. Digital marketing by Finserv companies is expected to exceed $30 billion annually by 2023.49

The major platforms use their data to target ads for financial products
As the Bureau is aware, consumer-facing financial services marketplaces have been significantly transformed by the commercial dimensions of the Internet and other contemporary digital media. Data brokers and data-focused online platforms, such as Meta, Google, TikTok and Amazon, serve as the essential digital infrastructure, facilitating the collection, analysis and use of consumer data for continuous tracking, profiling and targeting of individuals and groups. Using the full power of data-driven marketing to drive critical financial decisions by consumers is a core part of the advertising offerings of Amazon, Meta, Google, and TikTok.

For example, Amazon shares streaming and shopping data with financial services marketers.50 Meta offers firms the ability to “amplify your financial services advertising with Meta” by “connect[ing] with customers through financial literacy content.”51 Google is continuing to update the “lead gen” model by focusing “intent signals from Google properties” like using someone’s search terms to identify consumers marketers can reach with appeals for financial products like car insurance.52 TikTok too offers options for lead generation, and ad offerings for financial products including FinTech companies.53 These will be spaces the Bureau should monitor.

Marketing of financial products online should fall under FCRA
In the new frontier of Internet decision-making, digital scores (including online profiles) can be used to serve ads and drive transactions. In the authors’ view, the bright line that once separated such advertising and transactions subject to the FCRA is blurred. One reason is that

49 Sara Lebow, “US banks and insurance companies slow down ad spending to compete with fintechs,” Insider Intelligence, 4 August 2021. Available at: https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/us-banks-insurance-companies-compete-with-fintechs
50 Theresa Yerger, “How-to-reach FinServ audiences in today’s competitive content landscape” (blog), Amazon Ads, 24 March 2022. Available at: https://advertising.amazon.com/blog/reaching-finserv-audiences-in-2022
the marketing lists are based on massive amounts of financial information. Such information is integrated with a wide range of other data measures, helping make these profiles compiled and maintained by data brokers more specific to an individual consumer. These profiles allow financial companies to evaluate the rewards and risks in providing financial products to particular consumers, and then to “micro-target” them.

In our 2014 Suffolk Law paper, U.S. PIRG and CDD outlined key questions for both the CFPB and FTC to consider regarding the regulation of the new internet economy:

- At what point does an Internet profile or consumer dossier that contains information bearing on any one of the FCRA’s 7 factors, from “credit worthiness” to “mode of living” make a profile into a “consumer report” if it is compiled to serve as a “factor in establishing the consumer’s eligibility for … credit … ?”
- At what point does the collection and sale or sharing of those dossiers make a firm a “consumer reporting agency?”
- When does a decision derived from that profile on serving an ad tied to a financial offer to a consumer become an offer based on a decision affecting a “consumer’s eligibility for credit” (or insurance or employment)?
- When does such a decision selecting some consumers for different higher- or lower-cost or more or less desirable products become an “adverse action” or a “risk-based pricing” selection subject to the FCRA?
- Where is the line between a score calculated simply to serve a targeted ad and a score used to determine a consumer’s eligibility for credit?

These remain questions regulators should seek to answer.

Consumer financial information is used to the influence of consumer purchase patterns and level of indebtedness.

There should be no doubt that the ever-increasing granularity of data gathered, analyzed and directed towards a consumer to facilitate a transaction (whether credit offering, a sale, or other financially connected function) is at historic levels. The centrality of the data gathering and use functions of the online economy - involving social media platforms, mobile phones, ecommerce services and countless digital payment and financial services - has created a tsunami of personal and other information constantly flowing into the servers, consumer data platforms and networks of countless Internet-facing enterprises. Much of it is deployed in the service of encouraging consumers to spend more money - regardless if it makes financial sense for any given individual to do so.

Much focus is given to collecting and using data about consumer’s financial behaviors, like fine-grained information about what a consumer has purchased previously and under what

54 For examples, see: https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/customer-data-platforms.
conditions. As the broker Oracle puts it on its site: “There is no better predictor of future behavior than how a consumer has spent money in the past.”

The avalanche of information has enabled financial service companies to leverage so-called “lifetime value” (LTV) data to sell more products, including to low-income consumers. LTV strategies today involve the use of data to develop a “consolidated profile” of a person, including their demographics, media consumption, product purchasing and “their triggers, such as at what behavior led to them procuring high value products.” Financial companies can take advantage of the “profiles and triggers that predict high-value customers [and use] these in their audience strategies to target low-value customers…”

Digital wallets

The role of digital payment services, “e-wallets,” and mobile app-connected credit offers, such as BNPL, is facilitating a “closed loop” data-enabled experience that poses additional risks to consumers who are already saddled with too much debt. For example, a recent report on “What’s Working in Financial Services 2023” explained that:

“E-wallets can provide a wealth of data. Every transaction should be considered an insight which illustrates a consumer’s purchase behavior and their digital footprint. In an omnichannel world where online and in-person payments are no longer separated the brand has a single source of consumer data which can be used to create seamless experiences for the consumer…a different approach for each user depending on [their] real-life behavior.”

Buy Now Pay Later

When it comes to data-driven consumer debt, the CFPB has rightly identified the explosion of Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL) companies as an area of concern. These on-demand loans granted at the time of purchase are designed, in no small part, to increase the amount of consumer spending, particularly on impulse purchases. Increasingly, these BNPL companies are getting into the data business.

56 Jack Shearring, “Bringing together financial services and customer lifetime value,” WARC, Available at: https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/WARC-Exclusive/Bringing_together_financial_services_and_customer_lifetime_value/en-GB/141335
57 “What’s working in financial services in 2023,” WARC, Available at: https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-wwi/whats-working-in-financial-services-2023/149484
BNPL providers can collect demographic information and data from social media accounts, in addition to data about what consumers are buying and when. In 2021, Afterpay launched a data and analytics platform called Afterpay iQ. Using its 156 million transactions, the platform assigns its users a “persona” that companies can use to “paint a clear data-driven profile of who that customer is, their spend, frequency” and “AOV (average order value)”. This, according to AfterPay, all serves to “provide a deeper understanding of the customer” and “ideas for new channels to target that customer”. 

BNPL companies are increasing their targeting capabilities. While the original business model of BNPL companies has involved partnerships with specific retailers, BNPL companies are currently shifting to an app-driven model, where instead of being just the loan provider, they are the marketing medium itself, seeking to recreate the one-stop-shopping experience of the mall. As documented by the Bureau in a report last year, this marks a pivot to a “lead generation business model”. Placement of products inside a BNPL app are designed to “be attractive to the specific app user based on the user’s behavioral surplus: pieces of consumer-provided or consumer-derived data that add value to models that predict the brands and products likeliest to elicit clicks and purchases.”

This raises the risks of increasing data-driven debt. Given the retail sales metrics that BNPL helps drive - including higher shopping cart conversion, higher average order sizes, and increased repeat visits - the CFPB correctly identifies that “BNPL lenders’ use of consumer data for revenue-generating purposes has the potential to increase overextension risks by engendering repeat usage”.

In a letter to Director Chopra, 21 state attorneys general expressed similar concerns about BNPL’s capacity to “push consumers into cycles of debt” and particularly highlighted the concern “when such products are popular among younger consumers unfamiliar with navigating credit products.”

---


63 Ibid.

BNPL is popular with younger consumers, and is heavily publicized on platforms like TikTok. In a post announcing AfterPay’s new suite of advertising products inside its app, the BNPL company points out that “these powerful new advertising options are built for brands focused on growing their base of Gen Z and Millennial shoppers.” This may have implications for the financial health of young people. The company’s Chief Strategy Officer goes on to say that AfterPay Ads can “unleash the power of our ecosystem by giving brands a new way to promote products, collections and offers to Afterpay’s highly engaged young audience of shoppers.” “Highly engaged” can be another metric for “likely to overspend”.

Younger consumers are at a higher risk of accumulating more debt than they can afford and being targeted to buy more. Marketing industry research purports that young people are more likely to make impulse purchases. When paired with marketing on TikTok, this can be problematic. TikTok’s internal research found that 41% of Australian users have “discovered something on TikTok and immediately went to buy it” - 1.5 times more likely than other platforms’ users.

Data and impulse buying

Impulse purchases can be dangerous for consumers. By definition, impulse buys are unplanned spending - and more likely done without consideration of one’s budget in advance. When highly granular data collection is paired with targeted ads and social media content delivered alongside easy access loans, the potency of impulse buying appeals have never been higher.

Social media, targeted ads, sponsored content and fashion influencers have created a hyper-consumerist environment that can urge people to spend past their limits.

---


67 Comment from Center for Responsible Lending (March 25, 2022), available at [https://www.regulations.gov/comment/CFPB-2022-0002-0028](https://www.regulations.gov/comment/CFPB-2022-0002-0028)


studies have shown that using social media can lower a person's self-control, and that higher social media use is associated with a lower credit score, higher levels of credit card debt\textsuperscript{71} and increased compulsive buying.\textsuperscript{72} This is of particular concern with platforms like TikTok that are geared towards younger users, as highlighted above.

Online companies are clearly interested in stoking impulse spending. As one report co-authored by the BNPL firm Klarna states: "often resulting from lapses of self-control, inner strength or resolve, unplanned purchases can be lucrative for retailers."\textsuperscript{73} Importantly, advertising firms have written about how to target impulse buyers in order to boost sales.\textsuperscript{74}

One lucrative audience found in many data broker and AdTech targeting offerings is “high spenders” - consumers identified as those who tend to shop often and spend a lot of money when they do.\textsuperscript{75} These could be wealthy individuals with plenty of money to spare, or they could be those with particularly harmful spending habits - not unlike the high-spending “whales” that make up a large part of the gaming industries’ income and who are more likely to be “problem gamblers” than they are rich individuals.\textsuperscript{76} Targeting “high spenders” could even end up targeting at-risk individuals with mental health conditions.


\textsuperscript{73} “Emotional eCommerce: Ups and downs in the online experience,” Karna, July 2017, Available at: https://www.klarna.com/assets/sites/3/2020/01/07094907/emotionaleCommerce_Reading_Klarna.pdf


\textsuperscript{75} For example: Google’s clean room offers the chance “to build an audience of high-value users”, as covered in the data clean rooms section of this comment. Oracle provides an additional example: “Retail: Oracle purchase-based retail audiences are built from multiple data sources. These include SKU-level offline and ecommerce transaction data from more than 500 retailers and trip-level spend data from more than 50,000 merchants. Target frequent shoppers or high spenders by category or onboard your first-party data to reach existing customers and build spend-a-like models to acquire new customers. Additional audiences frequently used by retailers include lifestyle, life stage, proximity, and seasonal audiences.” On: “Oracle Audiences” (webpage), Oracle, Archived on 19 October 2022.Archived on 19 October 2022 at: https://web.archive.org/web/20221019160357/https://www.oracle.com/cx/advertising/audiences/#rc30p2

\textsuperscript{76} Norwegian Consumer Council, Insert Coin: How the gaming industry exploits consumers using loot boxes, 31 May 2022. Available at: https://storage.forbrukerradet.no/media/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/2022-05-31-insert-coin-publish.pdf
The use of mental health data in targeting could contribute to financial distress for some populations.

There are particular populations for whom such targeted appeals are particularly dangerous - stoking spending patterns that could be destabilizing.

People with compulsive buying behavior, for example, make up 6% of the U.S. population, making it a prevalent mental health disorder. Compulsive shopping is characterized by “persistent, excessive, impulsive and uncontrollable purchase of products” in spite of severe consequences.77 Those with compulsive shopping disorder are a disadvantaged group.78 A study found compulsive shoppers are more likely to be influenced by advertising, particularly those on the internet.79

Some neurological conditions have impulsive behavior as a symptom, making individuals with these diagnoses more predisposed to unplanned spending. These conditions include attention deficit disorder (ADD/ADHD)80, borderline personality disorder81, anxiety disorders82, and bipolar mood disorder.83

According to the American Psychiatric Association, spending sprees are a common form of risky behavior in those with bipolar disorder in particular.84 A common tip for preventing impulsive spending during a manic episode in someone with bipolar mood disorder includes having another person password-protect or otherwise restrict internet access in an effort to cut off access to online shopping.85

---

79 Ibid.
80 “Tips for Curbing the ADHD Spending Impulse”, Edge Foundation, available at: https://edgefoundation.org/tips-for-curbing-the-adhd-spending-impulse/
84 Emily Stewart, “Money problems are made worse if you live with bipolar disorder. Here’s how to get on top of things”, ABC Australia, 31 July 2020, available at: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-08-01/money-budgeting-bipolar-disorder-mental-health/12495852
The collection, sale and use of data allows for individuals with these conditions to be readily identified. The data brokerage NextMark advertises a mailing list entitled “AMERICANS ENDURING MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS”. It advertises that companies can “[r]each more than 1 million people suffering from one or more mental disorders.” Amongst the segments of the list are ADD/ADHD and bipolar disorder.86

Even without these specialized lists, an analysis of someone’s online behavior can itself be enough to indicate a potential commercial opportunity. Data brokers and platforms are increasingly interested in understanding the psychological states of the consumers they wish to target with ads. Identifying a person’s emotions may be lucrative; for example, particular emotions can be triggers for compulsive shoppers,87 and research has shown that for many people, negative emotions can lead to unplanned purchases as a way to boost one’s mood.88 In the context of mental health, it’s possible just by analyzing someone’s social media posts to identify a manic state in someone with bipolar disorder, when impulsive spending is more likely to emerge.89

Another concern already mentioned is the ability of data brokers to identify those with cognitive disabilities. The NextMark list “SUFFERING SENIORS” for example, “contains individuals 55 years and older, who are selectable by their specific ailments.” This list includes Alzheimer’s as a segment.90

The collection and use of mental health-related data raises financial concerns, and should be looked at carefully by regulators. To date, regulation in this area has lagged.

Many commercial entities have become data brokers and are using new technological tools to monetize consumer data.

This section addresses questions 16, 20.

The integration of commercial surveillance marketing applications into the daily business operations of consumer financial products has placed individuals in an unfair and especially vulnerable position. Today, consumers confront a powerful, largely invisible and unaccountable system which operates on a continuous and “omnichannel” basis. Nearly every major company

87 Donald Black, “A review of compulsive buying disorder”, World Psychiatry, vol. 6, issue 1, February 2017. Available at: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1805733/
90 See note 24.
engaged in some form of financial applications has either acquired sophisticated data harvesting\(^91\) technologies and/or has partnered\(^92\) with others\(^93\) to have such robust cutting-edge power.

Today, many firms are engaged in data collection and monetization. Firms across virtually all industries and of all sizes collect, sell, use or otherwise share data about consumers.\(^94\) A major focus for all the collection and use of the unlimited amounts of data gathered is for financial related services - from the marketing of credit and banking products, to the various methods used to promote and process the sale of consumer-facing products and services. Nearly all of these practices have implications for consumers’ financial health.

There is a shift now to what is called “first party data” in response to growing privacy regulations and changes in the web tech that enables the historical methods of data collection and ad delivery.\(^95\) Instead of relying on third party data, more companies are seeking to monetize their “first party data” sets - data that’s collected by a company that a consumer has a direct relationship with. The shift to first party data expands the number of companies harvesting and using consumers’ financial data and monetizing financial health signals.

These “first party data strategies”\(^96\) are in no small part a strategy to avoid privacy law regulation and the securing of consent. With the move towards further collection of “first party” data, where a consumer has supposedly given permission to use their information to a concern, there will be even more invasive and manipulative personalization. This current move to increase personalized data collection and use through first party data should be examined by the Bureau.

**Seller Defined Audiences**

One particularly relevant example of new avenues for categorizing consumers into financial-related buckets is the Internet Advertising Bureau's new first party solution, Seller Defined Audiences (SDAs).

SDAs are a system that allows a publisher (a company with a website) or its partner data brokers to monetize its traffic and allow its site visitors to be targeted with ads across other platforms based on the data the publisher and its partner brokers have and collect over time.

---


\(^92\) For example, see: [https://www.treasuredata.com/](https://www.treasuredata.com/)


\(^94\) This includes many consumer-facing entities that are establishing “retail media networks” - see Appendix B for more on this particular trend.


According to various industry trade press, SDAs “help publishers work together to monetize their first-party data on the open web.”

The way SDAs work is by applying tags to consumers. These tags include both direct and inferred information about people’s finances. There are 1,600 attributes publishers can assign that cover three main categories: demographics, purchase intent, and interest. These categories include: an individual’s level of education; their employment status and job (“unemployed”; “skilled/manual work”; “homemaker”); household income; median home value; the size of monthly home payments; personal income, “personal level affluence” assigning both a dollar sign to an individual’s affluence, as well as a “band” assignment, classifying an individual as having negative net worth, very low net worth, low net work, mid net worth, high net worth, or super high net worth. SDAs also includes tags on “purchase intent”, highlighting if someone is in the market for particular financial products such as payday or emergency loans or bail bonds. It also signals how much disposable income a consumer has, and how likely they are to spend it on certain products.

See Appendix - Figure 1 for a fuller list of SDA tags.

Identity resolution
The U.S. databroker landscape evolution from the primary and discrete provision of information and datasets to one where there are far-reaching partnerships, affiliation and more critically-intensive tracking and ongoing surveillance of individuals can best be addressed by examining “identity resolution” tactics.

Identity resolution is, in the words of the identity solution company Viant, a way for companies to “identify your customers consistently from anonymous consumer touchpoints across devices and channels, then move seamlessly to activation.”

Identity resolution relies on newer technological tools. Sometimes identity resolution firms use “deterministic” methods using inputs that companies know to be true, matching on data points like phone numbers, emails, device IDs, and user IDs. Others, however, are probabilistic, using predictive algorithms and statistical modeling to assign confidence intervals that a particular consumer’s actions online can be tied to a profile that the data broker or other company maintains. One approach to probabilistic identity resolution is the process of “fingerprinting” -

---

assigning probabilities about someone’s identity based on the triangulation of data points like time stamp, screen resolution or IP address. ¹⁰¹

Identity resolution services, including via identity graphs, is now a core offering from many leading data companies. For example, TransUnion has significantly expanded its data gathering, analytic and target marketing operations across platforms, via a major acquisition strategy. ¹⁰² It explains its identity resolution process:

“Across a consumer’s journey, one or many personal identifiers may be associated with an individual: email addresses, physical addresses, mobile phone numbers, device IDs, account usernames, customer IDs, loyalty numbers and more. An ID graph collects and connects these identifiers to a customer profile. But with fragmentation happening across devices and channels — connected TVs, social media, news publishers and more — most brands will need help to see:

- All the identifiers associated with a customer to market consistently across touchpoints — including channels or sites the brand doesn’t own.
- A comprehensive view that includes attributes like browsing activity, purchase history and demographics — any datapoint that can help drive targeting decisions or more personalized campaigns.
- A picture of identity extending beyond an existing customer base — helping enable prospecting campaigns and marketing growth.” ¹⁰³

Experian’s identity resolution offering enables clients to:

“Consolidate identifiers across available touchpoints and devices to build a comprehensive identity profile, gaining a connected view of consumer and business identities… collecting multiple identifiers from digital and offline sources, our own vast data sets, and first-party data sources — giving you access to high-definition views of the individuals you’re trying to connect with, what works in the customer journey and how to increase accuracy, campaign reach, and engagement across devices… Our robust consumer data sets plus your first-party data, coupled with the most advanced matching algorithms, allow us to create and maintain a customer profile and persistent ID.” ¹⁰⁴

¹⁰¹ Kate Kaye, “As ad tech firms test ways to connect Google’s’ FLoC to other data, privacy advocates see fears coming true”, Digiday, 10 June 2021 available at: https://digiday.com/marketing/as-ad-tech-firms-test-ways-to-connect-googles-floc-to-other-data-privacy-watchers-see-fears-coming-true/


¹⁰³ “What is Identity Resolution?” TransUnion, 23 August 2021, Available at: https://info.truaudience.com/what-is-identity-resolution

Another identity resolution tool offered by Equifax is Equifax’s “Marketing Identity Elements”. This product:

“offers the raw Personally Identifiable Information (PII) data needed to validate, enhance, verify, and link consumer records…leverage unique ID to link records across databases and create a single, actionable view of the customer… records can also be appended with financial capacity insights to differentiate consumers that are most likely to be able to purchase or invest in your products and services.”  

It’s critical for the Bureau to address contemporary data broker business models that are designed to integrate multiple data sources to “identify” and target an individual throughout their online and partially offline interactions.

Data clean rooms

One piece of technology used to facilitate identity resolution is data clean rooms. These are cloud-based tools that allow companies to share their first party data sets with one another. It’s particularly important to understand and monitor the development of clean rooms. For one, they advertise themselves as evading existing privacy regulations. They’re also growing in popularity. And they can utilize machine learning (ML) techniques less familiar to many regulators; companies are continuously developing ML capabilities to increase the effectiveness of their operations in ways that may obviate traditional concepts of privacy, such as personally identifying information (PII). Clean rooms are a space where this development is happening now.

Indeed many of the marketing materials for clean rooms advertise that they are “privacy-conscious” and enable companies to share data “without risking data privacy violations.” As described by clean room company AppFlyer, “Data clean rooms allow marketers to harness the power of the combined data set while adhering to privacy regulations.” In particular, clean rooms seem to have been able to subvert Europe’s GDPR to target consumers with ads for financial products.

---


107 A post on the industry blog AdExchanger calls clean rooms “one of the hottest technologies in marketing when it comes to secure, modern data collection.” Source: St. Clair McLean, “Third-Party, Direct Or In-House: Which Clean Room is Right For You?”, 28 June 2022. Available at: https://www.adexchanger.com/data-driven-thinking/third-party-direct-or-in-house-which-clean-room-is-righ t-for-you?

108 See note 106.


110 AppFlyer, “It’s time to come clean - the complete data clean rooms guide”, available at: https://www.appsflyer.com/resources/guides/data-clean-rooms/

111 A customer testimonial found on clean room company InfoSum’s website states: “Post-GDPR it’s been difficult to find technology that enables you to collaborate with other parties to share data insights and
There are different kinds of clean rooms run by different kinds of companies. Some belong to industry giants, such as Google’s Ads Data Hub\(^\text{112}\), Amazon Marketing Cloud\(^\text{113}\) and Facebook Advanced Analytics.\(^\text{114}\) These platforms are sometimes called “walled gardens” as they provide data about users targeted inside each of the respective companies’ AdTech stack.\(^\text{115}\)

Others are “third party clean rooms” run by companies like Snowflake, Karlsgate, LiveRamp\(^\text{116}\), InfoSum and AppFlyer that specialize in providing a clean room platform to companies wanting to share data with one another.

**The technology of clean rooms**

Clean rooms are data platforms that allow companies to share first party data with one another without giving the other party full access to the underlying, user-level data. This ability to set controls on who has access to granular information about consumers is the primary reason that data clean rooms are able to subvert current privacy regulations.

The specific technology and processes of every clean room can vary. In general, many clean rooms are relational database management systems, providing cloud-based platforms where client companies can upload databases of their customers (using their first party data) or prospective customers (using third party data) to an independent server maintained by the clean room company. For example, let’s say two companies, Company A and Company B, want to use each other’s data. They contract with the clean room company InfoSum, which calls its technology a “decentralized multi-party” clean room. Company A and Company B connect their respective first party datasets to two of InfoSum’s “bunkers”, which, as the company explains, are “standalone, private cloud instances”. According to InfoSum, “[e]ach Bunker is unique to a single company, and only the data owner ever has access to the Bunker.”\(^\text{117}\)

Once each client company’s data is uploaded, user permissions can be set for each of the databases to control who has access to view or modify the user-level data in a given database. This is what allows for clean rooms to be “privacy compliant”, as technically, Company A and

---

\(^{112}\) “Ads Data Hub” (web page), Google, accessed on 11 October 2022 at: https://developers.google.com/ads-data-hub

\(^{113}\) “What is Amazon Marketing Cloud” (web page), Amazon Ads, accessed on 11 October 2022 at: https://advertising.amazon.com/solutions/products/amazon-marketing-cloud

\(^{114}\) AppFlyer, “It’s time to come clean - the complete data clean rooms guide”, available at: https://www.appsflyer.com/resources/guides/data-clean-rooms/

\(^{115}\) “What are the different types of data clean rooms?”, Habu, accessed on 29 September 2022. https://habu.com/resources/common-questions/what-are-the-different-types-of-data-clean-rooms

\(^{116}\) The data broker LiveRamp runs a platform called Safe Haven that they refer to as a “data collaboration platform”, but carries out clean room capabilities. See: https://liveramp.com/data-collaboration/

\(^{117}\) The ultimate guide to Data Clean Rooms, InfoSum, 2022, made accessible at: https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaid%3Aascds%3AUS%3A779609af-82af-3b07-93d9-8f979fad81c9&viewer%21megaVerb=group-discover
Company B can set their permissions such that they can’t see each other’s underlying data. It is possible, however, for companies using a clean room to share the totality of their data with one another - using a clean room does not guarantee that sharing of PII or other sensitive data is not happening.

Once Company A and Company B’s data is uploaded into their respective servers, the data sets are then joined together, usually by the clean room company or an automated process the company has designed. This step seeks to identify what customers the first party data sets have in common, and what the other company knows about these shared audiences, like demographic information or past purchasing behavior, that can be shared to augment the other company’s data.118

This is the identity resolution step. This match can be done using a number of unique identifiers that may exist in both data sets, such as advertising IDs, IP addresses, hashed emails, or device IDs.119 Clean room companies purport to enable this matching process without exposing the underlying data to any company involved in the process, including the clean room company itself, though it’s likely not all clean rooms actually maintain this capability.120 (This identity resolution step is a particular sticking point for “privacy compliant” clean rooms. As the clean room company InfoSum writes on its blog: “The ‘dirty’ element of these solutions is that they often still require data to be moved and matched against a centralized identity spine.”121 InfoSum, for its part, claims to get around this problem by having even its data matching capabilities occur in “decentralized infrastructure”, allowing for the “non-movement” of data.)

If there is not a shared attribute that data sets can be matched on, clean room companies offer other identity resolution solutions. Sometimes clean rooms include third party integrations - allowing third party, purchased data to be combined with a company’s first party data. This third party data - often supplied by data brokers - can help with the matching process. As the data clean room platform Snowflake explains in some of its marketing materials:

118 AppFlyer, “It’s time to come clean - the complete data clean rooms guide”, available at: https://www.appsflyer.com/resources-guides/data-clean-rooms/
119 “Snowflake data clean rooms allow for sensitive data derived from unique identifiers, such as emails, hashed emails, names, device IDs, and IP addresses, to be leveraged while preserving privacy. From there, marketers can segment and target existing customers by finding overlaps with a publisher’s audience without ETL (that is, without having to move or copy the data).” From: How Snowflake’s Data Clean Rooms Help Publishers and Marketers Improve Ad Effectiveness, Snowflake, 2021, accessible at: https://landing.martechtracker.com/Whitepaper-Attachments---MTT-V4/how-snowflake-s-data-clean-rooms-help-publishers-and-marketers-improve-ad-effectiveness%20(1).pdf. (If at any point this report is taken offline, a PDF is available from this comment’s authors by request).
“There will invariably be cases where two parties lack a common identifier, which can make joining the data and finding overlaps on a single key such as email address less able to match all the possible data between the parties. In extreme cases, the marketer might have only email addresses, while the publisher has only IP addresses, but they still want to join their data together for allowed analyses. When Snowflake customers find themselves in this position, they can leverage identity enrichment providers on Snowflake Data Marketplace such as Acxiom, Epsilon, and Neustar for data enrichment and identity joining. These providers have vast troves of third party customer data that marketers and publishers can use to refine and activate their audiences and boost their join and match rates. The data enrichment step occurs only in the data clean room and third party data does not get populated into either party’s Snowflake account.”

(The use of supplementary third party data is, of course, not limited to identity resolution in some clean room platforms. Some offer third party integrations primarily for the purpose of augmenting a company’s data about its customers, like demographics, preferences and past behavior.)

There are additional identity resolution tools clean room companies use to match data sets that are missing a shared identifier. As clean room company AppFlyer explains of its offerings: “If such identifiers do not exist, advanced tools such as machine learning and probabilistic modeling could be applied to enhance matching capabilities.”

Sometimes clean room companies have extensive identity resolution solutions themselves - such as LiveRamp's Safe Haven that includes the “RampID”. Some clean room companies will partner with outside firms that specialize in identity resolution. The Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0 is one option that’s been gaining traction in AdTech networks.

Once Company A and Company B have joined their data, they begin using what they learn. Their disparate databases can be connected or used in tandem to conduct various analyses, often using SQL queries to do so. Examples of analyses may include building a “360 view” of customers made possible by comparing the two companies’ first party data. For example, a bank partnering with an online radio platform may gain intel about what kinds of radio stations

---

123 AppFlyer, “It’s time to come clean - the complete data clean rooms guide”, available at: https://www.appsflyer.com/resources/guides/data-clean-rooms/
125 See for example: “What is Amazon Marketing Cloud” (web page), Amazon Ads, accessed on 11 October 2022 at: https://advertising.amazon.com/solutions/products/amazon-marketing-cloud
its customers listen to and what ads they’ve responded to in the past, while the radio platform learns about the financial demographics of its listeners. Depending on how much data each company has harvested on its customers, the shared insights can be expansive and fall far outside the bounds of what’s most useful for their immediate goals.

The joined data can then also be activated to place targeted ads. Use cases of clean rooms can include a company that is a publisher (Company A) airing targeted ads on behalf of a retailer (Company B).

In some cases, clean room companies are integrated with ad delivery networks, as is the case with LiveRamp, allowing combined datasets to be used in real-time bidding networks or sell-side platforms to achieve the same ends of broader targeted advertising happening all over the web. This version, in particular, is indistinguishable from third party AdTech systems.

Another common clean room use case is the construction of lookalike audiences - often called “cohorts” or just “audiences”. Using the demographic and behavioral profiles of Company B’s current clientele, Company A - a publisher - can locate amongst its users those with a similar profile, allowing for the targeting of ads based on shared characteristics. A use case Google provides is using its clean room “to build an audience of high-value users” for targeted advertising based on its data. The concept of “high-value users” may expose vulnerable people to increased risk of harm (as previously discussed in the section of this comment “The use of mental health data in targeting could contribute to financial distress for some populations”). Google also advertises the ability to “enrich audiences and gather insights”.

Clean rooms are also used to measure the effectiveness of ads. Using Google Ads Data Hub, companies can upload first party data sets and cross reference with Google data, allowing marketing departments to measure impressions and conversions happening on ads delivered inside Google’s platforms, like YouTube.

Larger clean rooms can also provide more sophisticated levers. For example, companies can use Google’s clean room to conduct A/B testing on customers.

---

126 Case Study: TSB increase account applications by 31% using InfoSum, InfoSum, accessed on 18 September 2022 at: https://hello.infosum.com/hubfs/resources/infosum-case-study-global-tsb.pdf
128 For a helpful use case, see this InfoSum case study report: Case Study: TSB increase account applications by 31% using InfoSum, InfoSum, accessed on 18 September 2022 at: https://hello.infosum.com/hubfs/resources/infosum-case-study-global-tsb.pdf
130 “Join first-party data” (web page), Google Ads Data Hub, accessed on 18 October 2022 at: https://developers.google.com/ads-data-hub/guides/join-your-data
131 Ibid.
132 Ibid.
Regulating clean rooms

Clean rooms are troubling. These companies purport to have privacy-centric solutions that enable much of the extensive tracking of consumers and the same targeted advertising outcomes as today’s system - if not worse.\textsuperscript{133} They are structured to get around some of the more obvious routes for privacy regulation.

One of the primary arguments clean rooms make about their legality is that PII doesn’t necessarily exchange hands.\textsuperscript{134} Other clean rooms emphasize that the data is, in effect, anonymous, as Company A and Company B don’t necessarily get raw, individual-level data from one another.\textsuperscript{135} Others emphasize the non-movement of data.

For example, the clean room company InfoSum relies on the creation of mathematical models of individuals to match and activate data across clients. As it writes: “Within a decentralized multi-party clean room the data processing takes place where the data itself is located, eliminating the need for the data itself to move. Instead, a mathematical model of the individuals in each dataset is generated which is anonymous and contains no personal data (PII). It is the mathematical model that moves not the underlying protected data during computation resulting in faster results with greater privacy protection” (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{136}

The results of these technologies - as privacy preserving as they may be - are largely the same, if not worse. For example, clean room companies, touting their privacy credentials, are equally touting their ability to use sensitive data in the course of their business. InfoSum states that its “patented decentralization and non-movement of data technology” enables companies to “analyze, enrich, and activate sensitive data” (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{137} Snowflake says its “data clean rooms allow for sensitive data derived from unique identifiers, such as emails, hashed emails, names, device IDs, and IP addresses, to be leveraged while preserving privacy” (emphasis added).\textsuperscript{138}

For this reason, regulations of the data sharing economy should not focus on particular technologies - regulations should focus primarily on the outcomes. There should be no ads for financial products or for other commercial products paired with BNPL or other easy loans targeted to individuals on a one-to-one basis, period.

Next steps for the CFPB

\textsuperscript{133} See, for example, the source in note 124.
\textsuperscript{134} Again, it’s worth noting that the individual-level data may not be exchanged between Company A and Company B, but may in fact be revealed to the clean room company itself.
\textsuperscript{135} It’s also worth reemphasizing that companies using a clean room service may still elect to share their entire datasets with one another, and just use a clean room’s platform as the mechanism for doing so.
\textsuperscript{136} See note 117.
\textsuperscript{137} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{138} See note 122.
U.S. PIRG and CDD wish to reinforce the request made in the coalition letter addressed to the Honorable Rohit Chopra on February 8, 2023, *Re: Request for broad consumer financial market correction, beginning with an advisory opinion regarding credit header data*. The CFPB should issue an Advisory Opinion (AO) clarifying that “credit header” data is not exempt from regulations promulgated under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA).

Additionally, the Bureau should adopt rules that make accountable all companies collecting, sharing, selling and providing access to consumer data. Because it’s nearly impossible to tease out what data is used to make decisions about consumers - like what financial products they will be shown ads for - broad prohibitions on the collection and sale of consumer data must be considered. Consumers need to know whether and how they have been scored; in the current marketplace that has been unregulated since its inception about 20 years ago, tracking what data has flowed into such decisioning systems is practically impossible.\(^{139}\)

Additionally, it’s critical for the Bureau to address contemporary data broker business models and the new technologies that enable them. This includes firms that focus on the integration of multiple data sources to “identify” and target an individual throughout their online and partially offline interactions. The Bureau must also examine the moves to first party data collection and implementation strategies, as well as data clean rooms, and the further development of machine learning tools.

The CFPB should additionally consider ways to ensure that sensitive data, like spending and purchase history or mental health information, is not used to shape how consumers make financial and spending decisions online.

Given the proliferation of easy-to-access instant loans online - the BNPL industry - targeted ads have become more financially dangerous for consumers, particularly those with mental health concerns that make them particularly vulnerable to targeted appeals.

**The consumer perspective: submitting access, correction and deletion requests to major data brokers**

*This section addresses questions 11 and 15 in Market-level inquiry, and question 4 in the individual inquiry.*

In order to understand the consumer experience of interacting with data brokers, 3 PIRG researchers conducted an investigation attempting to access, correct or delete our personal data from 32 different data brokers, including four data brokers focused on the financial sector.

The investigation showed that for the researchers - let alone the average consumer - submitting these requests is a nearly impossible process. Identifying which data brokers may have your information is impossible given the number and relative secrecy of data broker operations.

\(^{139}\) See note 43.
Other barriers we identified include:

- Access, deletion, or opt-out requests are reserved for residents of specific states.
- Requests to selected financial data brokers were difficult to complete
- Privacy settings links are mislabeled or non-existent.
- Sites for data deletion, access, or opt-out are often unavailable or difficult to locate.
- Petitions to opt-out of cookies are outsourced to sites that handle bulk requests.

Since data brokers collect and sell incredible amounts of consumer data, it is both concerning and frustrating that such requests are difficult to access, denied, or reserved for only a sector of the population. In the rare event that researchers were able to submit data requests, it was not always clear that data brokers honored or fulfilled such requests. Researchers received emails that brokers had received a data request without confirmation it was being acted upon. Even for requests submitted 28 days ago, researchers have as of the submission of this comment, received neither access to data nor confirmation of successful deletion requests.

To make this system work better for consumers, it is essential that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau consider how data brokers and their convoluted request processes may affect consumers.

*Description of research method*
Researchers the [Don’t Sell My Data campaign with U.S. PIRG](http://www.uspirg.org/ptp) submitted data-related requests to 32 major data brokers.

The first step was to identify data brokers likely to possess our information. This proved impossible to do. The currently available state-level data broker registries in California and Vermont only contain the information for a fraction of active data brokers, and there’s no indication available to consumers which are likely to hold their data, or what types of data these entities may hold. Thus, data brokers were identified through a market analysis to identify major players in the industry that were not in the credit bureau sector and are based in the United States. In order to increase the odds of one of the researchers having data held by data brokers, researchers sought to select the largest players. Researchers conducted an assessment of each company’s market share and overall prominence by identifying how much data the firms possessed, indicated through the number of consumer profiles each reported having on their sites. Further, company websites were searched for any further information related to the number of data providers, partners, or suppliers. Both of these measures - number of consumer profiles and data partners - were used to better understand the size and scope of each data broker. Some of the most significant companies included Pulse Point, Oracle BlueKai, and Data Axle. A full list of data brokers included in this analysis is available in the Appendix, Table 2.

**Key Themes**

*Access, deletion, or opt-out requests reserved for residents of specific states*
A review of the privacy policies of over 30 data brokers revealed there is no industry-wide standard when it comes to whether consumers are given the option to access or remove their data. Every data broker has a slightly different method for locating their privacy policies and data management options. Some data brokers provide links at the bottom of their site labeled “Your Privacy Choices,” “Do Not Sell My Personal Information,” or “Control My Personal Data.” Depending on the data broker, clicking on those links may direct you to a web form where you can submit privacy requests. Other data brokers only provide a link to their privacy policy, which means that consumers have to search through the entire policy to try and find what their rights are and how they can exercise them.

One noticeable trend among the data brokers was that the right to access, correct, or delete personal data was often reserved for residents of states where a consumer data privacy law requiring those rights has been enacted.

For instance, Criteo, ID5, and Magnite provided only California consumers the option to exercise their privacy rights. Other companies, such as Oracle, LiveRamp, KBM Group and Data Axle allowed California and Virginia residents to submit an access, correction, or deletion request. In total, 12 of the 32 data brokers limited the ability to access or delete data to residents of specific states.
your data profile contains details about the personal information we hold about you. we will provide you with a copy of your data in a machine-readable format. if you wish to modify or rectify any of the information we hold about you please contact us at privacy@kbm.com and quote your reference id.

we will provide you with the information we hold about you in a timely manner, at the most we will take the required number of days as per the regulation. if you have already submitted a request we will action that request before we action a new request.

please select your country of residence to continue.

select your state

- california
- virginia

Photo: KBM Group web form for submitting access and/or deletion requests.

Because none of the researchers involved in this project are a resident of a state with a consumer data privacy law, we were unable to submit requests to access our data from any of the companies mentioned above. It is unclear how long it would take for those companies to respond to a successful access, correction, or deletion request.

Overall, the experience of attempting to access, correct, or delete personal data held by data brokers is heavily dependent on a consumer’s state of residence and the policies of the individual data broker.

Financial data broker requests difficult or impossible to complete

Across financial data broker platforms, requests to access, correct, and delete data were either difficult to fulfill. PIRG researchers attempted to submit such requests across four data broker platforms: Cardlytics, DataLab, Sensibill (Q2), and Vendigi.

Locating information for Cardlytics, DataLab, Sensibill (Q2), and Vendigi required reading the privacy policy. In the policies of DataLab, Sensibill (Q2) and Vendigi, researchers identified that
people seeking to access or delete their data must send the company an email. Composing an email and knowing what information to include in such a request can pose a barrier to submitting privacy requests.

In the case of submitting a request to Vendigi, the email address provided in the privacy policy was invalid or inaccurate, causing an error message and the inability to submit a request.

Access to Personal Information

Hello, I would like to access the personal information that Vendigi has about me.

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-deemon@googlemail.com>

to me

Message blocked

Your message to privacy@vendigi.com has been blocked. See technical details below for more information.

The response from the remote server was:

550 5.4.1 Recipient address rejected: Access denied. AS(201806281) [COINAM11FT060.eop-nam11.sped.protection.outlook.com 2023-07-05T17:05:07Z 08087050252308B0AE]

Photo: Failed email exchange with Vendigi as part of a request for access to personal information.

Researchers also experienced confusion attempting to submit a request for accessing data maintained by Sensibill (Q2). The access request was denied for not having used a business email in the submission process. At the very least, the firm’s website appears to collect data on every visitor - not just those accessing the site for business purposes.
Photo: Sensibill (Q2) access request denied for not supplying a business email.

To opt-out of the use of your data for bank-partnered marketing program, consumers must submit the request through their financial institution.¹⁴⁰

Privacy settings link mislabeled or non-existent

Our review revealed there is no industry-wide standard when it comes to whether consumers are given the option to access or remove their data. Every data broker has a slightly different method for locating their privacy policies and data management options. Some data brokers provide links at the bottom of their site labeled “Your Privacy Choices,” “Do Not Sell My Personal Information,” or “Control My Personal Data.” Depending on the data broker, clicking on those links may direct you to a web form where you can submit privacy requests. Other data brokers only provide a link to their privacy policy, which means that consumers have to search through the entire policy to try and find what their rights are and how they can exercise them.

Some data brokers provided links that were misleading to the consumer. For instance, Cloudera has an option to select “Unsubscribe / Do Not Sell My Personal Information” at the bottom of their webpage. However, this link directs you to a webpage that only allows the consumer to unsubscribe from Cloudera updates and communications - not submit a request to access data or opt out of data collection.

¹⁴⁰ Cardlytics claims that “Through our partnerships with banks, we have insight into actual bank transaction data for over 186M consumers”
Unsubscribe to Cloudera Updates and Communications

Cloudera respects your privacy and takes your communications preferences seriously.

Please enter and submit your email in the space below to unsubscribe from Cloudera updates and marketing and promotional communications.

To learn about Cloudera’s personal data handling and privacy practices, visit the Cloudera Privacy Statement and Data Policy page. You may also contact us at privacy@cloudera.com or 1-888-789-1488.

---

*Photo: Cloudera web form for unsubscribing to Cloudera updates and communications.*

To learn about your rights regarding personal data, consumers must click again, and read Cloudera’s “Privacy Statement and Data Policy.” Within that policy, the company outlines that consumers may be entitled to exercise certain privacy rights by submitting a request via email, depending on if a data privacy law applies to them. This is an unnecessarily complicated and fundamentally not consumer-friendly process.

**Companies may not be able to identify consumers using information consumers have ready access to.**

A complicating factor researchers encountered was difficulty providing enough information for data brokers to affirmatively locate users’ data.

For example, researchers encountered a place where the limitation appeared to be the involvement of a third party. Our data access request to the broker Epsilon came back with the message that the third party firm that Epsilon uses for identity verification could not verify the identity of our researcher based on her name, address and date of birth. We were ultimately unable to complete this request.
Identity Verification Required

Correction, deletion and access report requests require verifying your identity. Epsilon will provide the personal information you submit below to a service provider who supplies identity verification services to Epsilon. The service provider will ask a series of questions to confirm your identity. Those questions are based on information the service provider has collected from public records and are not based on information collected by Epsilon. Once your identity is verified, Epsilon will process your request, by deleting your personal information.

Photo: Epsilon webpage after an access request was denied. It’s also worth noting that despite the fact researchers submitted a request to simply access their data, this screen in the data request process reads: “Once your identity is verified, Epsilon will process your request, by deleting your information.” It’s an open question whether a consumer would be able to access the data held on them, or if the act of requesting access automatically triggers the deletion of data, as this notice from Epsilon seems to indicate.

This points to an additional problem. Data collection and targeting increasingly dances around the concept of personally identifiable information (PII) by using “anonymized” data like special user IDs or lookalike audiences to profile and target consumers. Just because a company does not rely on a consumer’s name to identify them does not mean the company doesn’t have a profile of information about the consumer it maintains and uses. Instead, companies may use special IDs to identify the consumer that the consumer does not have access to. This could even be as simple as a hashed email, which would not resemble the version of an email address a consumer would submit. This is one way companies may be able to avoid having to give consumers access to their information.

Outsourcing cookies opt-out requests

Though opting out is not traditionally a component of FCRA, it’s important for the consumer experience to examine what opt out requests look like. Opting out is one of the few tools
consumers possess to take control of their data, including that used for constructing profiles of their financial health.

Several data brokers provide links to third-party platforms where consumers can place cookie opt-out requests for a large number of companies at one time. These opt-out platforms provide a long list of advertising companies that deploy user data to produce targeted advertisements, primarily through cookies. These bulk opt-out mechanisms were relied on by two different data brokers included in our study - theTradeDesk and Quantcast.

Both theTradeDesk and Quantcast outsourced these opt-out mechanisms to two main webpages, TrustArc and YourAdChoices. It is important to note that while these platforms list a large number of different companies, advertisers, and data brokers, not all organizations displayed actually offer opt-out opportunities through the site.

In the case of TrustArc, there are a number of companies listed that do not have an opt-out box available. Instead, there is a “Learn More” button that leads to a pop-up saying, “This company has either not yet integrated with TrustArc's Preference Manager or does not have an opt-out mechanism available.” It’s unclear what the point of including such firms is.
Photo: TrustArc list of companies and their options for opting-out of targeted advertising.

The TrustArc webpage when you select “Learn More” about a company’s opt-out policy.

The Network Advertising Initiative is another example of a bulk opt-out mechanism used by some companies, such as TrueData. This webpage also enables consumers to withdraw from specialized advertising across the industry, while also providing information for consumers looking to adjust privacy settings on their mobile device or browser.

The NAI reminds consumers that their page is merely a convenience offered to the public and it is ultimately the individual data brokers’ responsibility to fulfill the request. The language of that stipulation is included in the image below.
OPT OUT OF INTEREST-BASED ADVERTISING

Welcome to the NAI’s opt-out page where you can learn more about NAI members who deliver tailored online ads and your choices to opt-out of receiving them. To learn more about this tool and how it works, please scroll down to read More Info.

Manage My Browser's Opt Outs

Select “Manage My Browser's Opt Outs” to see which participating NAI members may be engaging in Interest-Based Advertising on this browser and to choose which members’ IBA activities you wish to opt out of.

Learn About Mobile Device Opt Outs

Select “Learn About Mobile Device Opt Outs” to learn more about Cross-App Advertising and to opt your device out of receiving ads tailored to your interests.

Learn About Internet Connected TV Choices

Select “Learn About Internet Connected TV Choices” to learn more about consumer choice mechanisms on various connected devices.

Opt Out of Audience Matched Advertising

Select “Opt Out of Audience Matched Advertising” to opt out from participating NAI members engaging in Interest-Based Advertising using your email.

The NAI opt-out page is provided as a convenience to the public, but the opt-out cookie is set by participating NAI members, who are solely responsible for setting opt-out cookies and honoring your requests. Because no technology is perfect, neither NAI nor its members warrant that the opt-out tool will be error-free or always work as intended. As a condition of offering this page, NAI expressly disclaims any and all liability whatsoever and however caused arising out of or relating to your use of this page or the actions or inactions of NAI members.

Photo: NAI webpage informing consumers of their opt-out options and that sending an opt-out request via NAI is not a guarantee that it will be fulfilled.

If one clicks on the “Opt Out of Audience Matched Advertising” section, consumers are asked to input their email, complete a CAPTCHA, and select which companies they would like to opt-out of. Individuals must open a confirmation email from NAI to then confirm the request. In the case of this research, not all opt-out requests submitted through NAI were successful. Reasons for the declined requests were provided.

While these bulk opt-out mechanisms require minimal information and effort on behalf of the user, they still pose several concerns in regard to their efficacy:

1. Not all companies participate in these bulk opt-out mechanisms, making them non-comprehensive tools. Consumers have to seek out excluded companies individually to submit individual opt-out requests.
2. Both websites do not provide any further confirmation of a successful opt-out aside from a pop-up affirming the request submission. Consumers still have reason to be suspicious that their requests are ineffective or unsuccessful.
3. There is no regulation requiring companies to honor these opt-out signals.
The data brokers included in this study serve the financial industry. The consumer experience of requesting access and deletion to these data brokers is particularly relevant for the CFPB, as many if not all, offer companies the opportunity to use consumer data to market financial products to consumers.

For example, Oracle allows the targeting of ads to those who have conducted searches for student financial aid products, or to “users who have performed actions such as search queries, using financial calculators, and comparing credit card offers, mortgage rates, insurance products and retirement plans”. In a paywalled report, Nielsen describes how “one national bank working with Nielsen used insights on TV programming that skewed to profitable customers and prospects”. LiveRamp discloses that its “direct client list includes many of the world’s largest and best-known brands across most major industry verticals, including… financial, insurance and investment services.” TrueData provides targeting segments based on consumer finances and cardholders.

**Figure X. Example of financial segments available on TrueData**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Vertical</th>
<th>Audience Name</th>
<th>Segment Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>American Express</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; American Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Bank of America Mobile Banking</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Bank of America Mobile Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Binance</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Streaming, Music, and Digital Entertainment &gt; Binance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Capital One</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Capital One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Cash App</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Cash App</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Chase Mobile</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Chase Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Coinbase</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Coinbase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Credit Karma</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Credit Karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>Discover Mobile</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; Discover Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>Consumer Financial</td>
<td>E*Trade Mobile</td>
<td>TrueData &gt; Mobile Apps &gt; Finance &gt; E*Trade Mobile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difficulty of accessing, correcting or deleting information held by these companies about consumers is a concern, given these entities’ involvement in the financial services industry.

---


Additional resources for the Bureau’s consideration can be found here:

Comment to the FTC on its ANPR on commercial surveillance and data security filed by U.S. PIRG, November 2022

Comment to the FTC on its ANPR on commercial surveillance and data security, filed by Center for Digital Democracy and Fairplay, November 2022

Comment to CFPB on Big Tech Payment Platforms filed by U.S. PIRG and Center for Digital Democracy, December 2021

Comment to the CFPB to issue regulations and safeguards for mobile and digital financial services and privacy filed by U.S. PIRG and Center for Digital Democracy, September 2014


Figure 1. Internet Advertising Bureau’s Seller Defined Audience tags that have direct or implied information about a consumer’s finances
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**IAB SDA tags, Household Income**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Household Data</th>
<th>Household Income (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Less than $10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$10,000-$14,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$15,000-$19,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$20000 - $39999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$40000 - $49999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$50000 - $74999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$75000 - $99999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$100000 - $149999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$150,000-$174,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$175,000-$199,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$200,000-$249,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$250,000+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IAB SDA tags, Median Home Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Household Data</th>
<th>Median Home Value (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$0-$99,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$100,000-$199,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$200,000-$299,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$300,000-$399,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$400,000-$499,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$500,000-$599,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$600,000-$699,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$700,000-$799,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$800,000-$899,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$900,000-$999,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$1,000,000+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IAB SDA tags, Monthly Housing Payment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Household Data</th>
<th>Monthly Housing Payment (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$1-$499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$500-$999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$1,000-$1,499</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$1,500-$1,999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>$2,000-$3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IAB SDA tags, Housing Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Household Data</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Home Owners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Renters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Owner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Renter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>First Time Homeowner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Property Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Multiple Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Data</td>
<td>Single Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### IAB SDA tags, Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Personal Finance</th>
<th>Income (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10,000-$14,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$15,000-$19,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$20,000 - $39,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$40,000 - $49,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$50,000 - $74,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$75,000 - $99,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$100,000 - $149,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$150,000-$174,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$175,000-$199,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$200,000-$249,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$250,000+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IAB SDA tags, "Personal Level Affluence"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Personal Finance</th>
<th>Personal Level Affluence (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Less than $10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10,000-$14,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$15,000-$19,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$20,000 - $39,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$40,000 - $49,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$50,000 - $74,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$75,000 - $99,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$100,000 - $149,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$150,000-$174,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$175,000-$199,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$200,000-$249,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$250,000-$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$500,000-$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,000,000+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IAB SDA tags, "Personal Level Affluence" Band

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Personal Finance</th>
<th>Personal Level Affluence Band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Demographic | Personal Finance | Negative Net Worth |
Demographic | Personal Finance | Very Low Net Worth |
Demographic | Personal Finance | Low Net Worth |
Demographic | Personal Finance | Mid Net Worth |
Demographic | Personal Finance | High Net Worth |
Demographic | Personal Finance | Super High Net Worth |

IAB SDA tags, Purchase Intent for Finance and Insurance products

Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Accountants
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Banking
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Bookkeepers
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Credit and Debt Repair/Credit Reporting
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Credit Cards
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Insurance
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Auto Insurance
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Home Insurance
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Life Insurance
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Medical Insurance
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Mortgage Lenders and Brokers
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Payday and Emergency Loans
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Retirement Planning
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Stocks and Investments
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Student Financial Aid
Purchase Intent* | Finance and Insurance | Tax Preparation Services

Figure 2. The IAB’s internal guide to “Purchase Scores” assigned to consumers and used in the targeting of ads for a huge array of products and services
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIPR1</td>
<td>&lt;1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR2</td>
<td>&lt;7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR3</td>
<td>&lt;14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR4</td>
<td>&lt;21 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR5</td>
<td>&lt;1 month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR6</td>
<td>&lt;6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR7</td>
<td>&lt;12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPR8</td>
<td>&gt;12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPF1</td>
<td>Infrequent Purchaser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPF2</td>
<td>Moderate Purchaser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPF3</td>
<td>Frequent Purchaser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPV1</td>
<td>Low Spender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPV2</td>
<td>Average Spender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPV3</td>
<td>High Spender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIFI1</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIFI2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIFI3</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The 32 data brokers included in analysis of access, correction, deletion and opt-out processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acxiom</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardlytics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cience GO Data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloudera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corelogic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Axle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataLab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Data Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID Analytics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KBM Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiveRamp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mParticle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle BlueKai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outbrain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PulsePoint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantcast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rokt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensibill (Q2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowflake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theTradeDesk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrueData</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendigi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xandr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta Global</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Retail media networks
Many consumer-facing companies have recently begun exploiting their first party data. Companies with direct relationships with customers have realized they’re sitting on valuable troves of information. As the data broker Epsilon puts it in a blog post, this demise of third party data “presents a timely opportunity for retailers: an increase in value for first-party data”. In order to capitalize on first party data, a significant number of consumer-facing companies are blending the role of retailer, data broker and advertising platform (“media publisher”) all in one, by establishing what’s called retail media networks. Retail media networks are advertising platforms owned by a retailer with first party relationships with its customers. Here, retailers can sell or otherwise make available their customers’ first party data to advertisers for targeting ads on the channels that the retailer owns, or on other channels across the web. Many consumer-facing businesses have established retail media networks. Best Buy, Target, WalMart, Lowe’s, Kohl’s, Kroger, Dollar Tree, Marriott, CVS, Macy’s, etc.

151 Ibid.
152 Ibid.
156 Ibid.
157 Ibid.
Albertsons\textsuperscript{159}, Sam’s Club\textsuperscript{160} and Walgreens\textsuperscript{161} have all started leveraging their customers’ data through retail media networks.

Sometimes a retailer’s first party data can be used to target its customers on channels that the retail does not own. For example, a company partnering with the AdTech company Criteo can engage in “offsite ads” to target a retailer’s customers with ads on other sites.\textsuperscript{162}


\textsuperscript{160}Lex Josephs, “Introducing Sam’s Club Member Access Platform” (blog), 15 June 2022. Available at: https://corporate.samsclub.com/newsroom/2022/06/15/introducing-sams-club-member-access-platform


\textsuperscript{162} See note 148.